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Carefree highway, let me slip away on you 
Carefree highway, you seen better days 
-GoriUJn Lightfoot, "Carefree Highway" 
Careless highway 
Is it just me, or is Greater Vancouver one of the least 
well thought out urban areas in North America? The 
Other Press has plenty of coverage this week about 
how everything's going to hell in a hand basket 
with the problems the Pattullo is causing everyone 
and really, it's no big surprise. In terms of planning 
for transportation and growth, Vancouver does an 
abysmally poor job of thinking for the future. 
After all, one of our primary crossing of the 
river that divides the entire region is a 71-year-old 
structure that can barely support two lanes' worth 
of traffic (of course it does support two lanes of 
traffic, but in such close quarters that a head-on 
collision seems only seconds away every time you 
cross it) and has supports made of wood coated with 
flammable waterproofing agents. On top of that, the 
other two crossings are halfway to useless as well 
in terms of dealing with volume, and effective rapid 
transportation from SkyTrain is only useful if you're 
going to a few select locations outside of Vancouver. 
So what's-to be-done about this sorry situation? 
I'd say the solutions lie in thinking more towards the 
future, more considerations towards the suburbs and 
a rethinking about how we collect and spend our tax 
money. 
Of the three parts to this equation, thinking 
about the future is the trickiest; it's not because 
we can't think in such a way, it's because making 
decisions with an eye towards the future is tricky 
for governments, especially for a right-wing, 
laissez-faire government like the B.C. Liberals. 
Since the only solution to problems they can think 
of are cutting taxes and deregulating the fuck out of 
everything and that line of thinking is hpw they've 
carved out their base of support, for them to get 
involved in just about anything that isn't immediate 
or essential (in their view) makes them vulnerable 
to losing support from their base of small-C 
conservatives who vote for them every election. 
But really, if governments start doing a little more 
thinking about how their policies of letting urban 
sprawl be the only form of growth in the area, in 
particular how urban sprawl puts more demand on 
infrastructure, we might not have the transportation 
nightmares this city goes through every day at rush 
hour. 
Assistant Editor: 
Of course it's not fair to put the blame 
squarely on Gordon Campbell's shoulders (after 
all, the suburbs east of Coquitlam are responsible 
for this too) but only the provincial government 
has the resources to make efficient, modem and 
environmentally-friendlier transportation and 
infrastructure possib~ . The municipal governments 
have a role to play, but they simply don't have the 
capital to provide such infrastructure without help 
from above. 
These very suburbs-and governments not 
stepping in to help them-are the causes for the 
major congestion on the road. We keep building 
subdivision after subdivision on cheap land east 
of Coquitlam (Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows in 
particular, the fastest-growing municipalities in 
the GVRD) and everyone assumes they'll be fine 
using ancient infrastructure built to handle half 
the capacity of what they actually do, and it's just 
ridiculous. The low-density construction in these 
communities means that SkyTrain or even light rail 
are so impractical because they can't serve enough 
people with a reasonable number of stops or stations. 
It's very convenient for city councils in places like 
this to approve every new development that will 
bring precious tax dollars and jobs to their towns, 
but it might serve them well to consider what the 
effects of these developments will be 20 years down 
the road (but as we've already covered, politicians 
don't like doing that very much, do they?). 
The final piece of this puzzle is tax dollars, 
which will be necessary for any improvements, 
of course. I think the easiest thing to is reconsider 
the Carbon Tax, which right now taxes British 
Columbians at the pump but apparently we'll get 
it all back in our tax returns . This makes no sense; 
why not keep the tax charged at the pump, not 
give it back, and spend the money on improving 
infrastructure (especially public transportation) so 
that we won't need to spend so much money at the 
pump? The bonus on our tax returns is going to be 
so pitiful when taken individually, but multiply it by 
three million citizens, and there's a significant chunk 
of change towards new projects . 
Just a thought. 
Your friend in high fidelity, 
Liam Britten 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Other Press 
Duties indude editing all copy submitted to the paper, 
making sure nothing libelous is printed, and assisting the 
Editor -In-Chief whenever he needs it! 
Pay: $550 per month 
Section Editor: 
9ne of ~on editor positions may soon be available. If you'd be 
Interested 1n any of them please submit an application! We're looking 
for someone with an engaging writing style, varied interests and a 
desire to contribute. Please apply! 
Pay: $270-$400 per month 
Submit your application to editor@theotherpress.ca 
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Dou·glas College 
Wrap Up 
By Matthew Steinbach and Ashley 
Whillans 
Obama in the concourse 
The Office for New Students (ONS)1 the campus office 
· in charge of developing C<1111PUS life, showed Barack 
Obama's inauguration in the concourse and atrium on 
·Tuesday. 
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Evelyn'Wright, an instructor at the College, 
pitched the idea to the ONS and they ran with it. This 
was the first event of its type at David Lam since 9111 
and over a hundred students attended between the two 
campuses. 
R & N For Africa New Years Update 
Thanks to determination, publicity and a lot of hard 
work, Douglas College nursing students Nicole Moen 
and Rubina Rana of "R & N 4 Mrica" are well on their 
way to reaching their fundraising goals. 
The pair airus to raise $12,000 to contribute to a 
volunteer project they are completing in Tanzania next 
summer. ~1 proceeds will be used to fund community-
initiated projects that develop infrastructure and provide 
education and primary health care for rural TanZanian 
citizens. 
To raise money, "R & N 4Mrica" is selling "Not 
so Nau~hty Nurses", calendars'online as well as at 
Hotbox on Main' Street. The calendars have been a hit 
and only 20 copies r'emain for purchase. 
Rana and Moen are also hosting a fundraiser 
at the Cat and Fiddle NeighbourhOOd Pub in Port 
Coquitlam on Friday, February 6'"· 
For more information, visit their w~bsite at http:// 
m4africa.synthasite.com 
DC Students "Get Involved" to Make 
"Rec Your Life" a Success 
Gst week the c;::entre for Sport, Recreation & Wellness 
(CSRW) hosted "Get Involved Day," a campus 
initiative to build community spirit through new student, 
clubs at both the New Westminster and Coq~itlam 
campuses. 
Thanks to the hard work of the CSRW crew and 
the St1,1dent Ambassador program the day was a huge 
success and students can now look forward to some 
great new events and clubs. 
The idea behind "Get Involved Day" was to help 
studehts create groups antl clubs with the support of 
Douglas College and CSRW. 
According to Paul Granat, Activities Coordinator 
for the Centre for Sport, Recreation & Wellness, 
"Activity groups are beginning to form.on campus and 
students have shown a Jot of interest in the following 
groups: photography, drawing rowing, swimming, and 
hip-hop dance." 
In additi'on to clubs, many sports are starting up 
for the season including intramurals and snowboarding.' 
Intramural sports will take place every Friday in the 
New Westminster Gym and include dodgeball from 
12-1 p.m., basketball from 1-2 p.m. and open gym 
activities such as badminton, volleyball, soccer and ball 
hockey from 2-4 p.m. 
Granat and the CSRW e~;~courage students to 
"Come out and play with Douglas College." For more 
info on campus life at Douglas College, visit room 
1317, contact the rec office at 604.527.5775 or contact 
Paul Granat at granatp@douglas.bc.ca 
Coalition government still a possibility 
news editor The House in Commons recently went back to work 
to deal with Canada's harsh 
economic situation. A 
onc~-strong economy that 
continued to grow despite a serious recession in the 
United States has cooled off, leaving political parties 
to debate the best course of action. 
Peter Julian, NDP MP for Burnaby~New 
Westminster was reached for comment on the 
possibilities of 'Yhat could occur in regards to the 
coalition between his party and the Liberals as well as 
what the New Democrats are looking for in the 2009 
budget. , 
Julian explained that the coalition is "still in play" 
and that the "NDP doesn't support the Corlservative 
agenda." But the budget will not be presented until 
Tuesday, and each individual party's caucus willl!ave 
to decide whether or not the coalition is still viable on 
Wednesday. The Liberals are poised to make their final 
determinations at that point . 
Julian explai1;1ed that the reason his party warmed 
up to this initiative after a lukewarm reception was 
because they "felt they had to do something bold to 
address the issues," and th~ ,"coalition was the boldest 
step" that the party could take . 
When asked what issues nee<led to be resolved for 
the NDP to support the budget , Julian explained that 
it "would take a miracle." Their party is looking for 
the Tories to address what they see as 20 years worth 
of problems . His paqy wants to see student debt and 
better care of seniors addryssed. He would also like to 
, see other aspects of Canada's infrastructure addressed, 
feel s the minim~ wage is too low, and has serious 
\ 
concerns regarding the condition of our health system. 
A Member of Parliament for the Conservative 
government was requested for an interview by The 
Other Press, but failed to r~spond in time for our 
deadline. 
.Douglas College Learning Centre. 
serves students 
By Ashley Whillans, Associate News Editor 
N eed help with your 'Courses? pon't be shy; the friendly ,staff at the Douglas Cqllege Learning Centre is ready and willing to help-for free! 
The Learhing Center offers face1to-fade tutoring 1 
services, online tutoring and self-help materials such as 
free grammar liandouts and online multimedia tools. 
In addition to tutoring, the Learning Centre offers 
a quiet study space with internet-accessible co~puter~ 
(usually available if the library is full) , books , a 
study skills area , tiJ,ne management an9 test anxiety 
counselling, as well as a ton of hand-outs for writing, 
gra~ar, and essay formatting. . 
Weekly tutoring is available, and thanks to the 
diversity of the employees and tutors who work at the 
Learning Centre, range from mature students to young 
ad~ts ; there are many djfferent Services and employees 
to meet student's individual needs. 
As Cathy Tremblay, the Services Cqordinator at 
the Learning Centre explains, "all of our employees are 
different, but we come together for a common goal of 
helping Douglas College students." 
"Don't be intimated, and don't think you're the only 
one [to need help], we already have a waitlist, and our 
staff is very kind." 
To set up an appointment with a Learning Centre 
representative, students may call or stop by the front 
desk at either the David Lam or New Westminster 
campuses to find out whether the centre has tutors 
availal:lle to help. 
To visit,'the Learning Centre, or to regis'te'r as a tut~r, 
visit the Learning Centres at either New Westminster in 
room 2209 or call 604.527 .5539; for Coquitlam, visit 
room Al040, 604.777 .6139. 
For· more information or to volu~teer as a peer tutor 
visit www.douglas .bc .ca/services/learning-centre .htrnl 
Explore the world while earning 
college credit 
By Ashley Whlllans, Associate News Editor 
T his summer, Douglas College students have the opportunity to travel and gain credits through Douglas College's_ Study Abroad Program taking 
place in Wales and China. 
Why study abroad? 
In an interview with The Other Press, John Newark, 
manager of international contracts and projects at the 
Douglas College Centre for International Education, 
explains the benefit of studying abroad. 
"Students from last year's study abroad program 
t:efer to it as a 'life-altering experience.' These are 
"Students from last year's study abroad 
program refer to It [the 
program] as a 'life altering experience."' 
wonderful opportunities to earn credit and learn about 
different cultures and their often unique approaches 
to problems and issues we all face," he said . "A study 
abroad experience also indicates to future employers 
that you have gained much more than a credential or 
set of credits while at Douglas College. It is a once in a 
lifetime opportunity." 
For more information, you may contact John 
Newark at newarkj@douglas.bc.ca or 604.527.5712. 
General information on these programs is also available 
below. 
Wales Study Abroad Program 
The Wales Study Abroad Program gives students the 
opportunity to earn ten university transferable credits 
while studying alongside Trinity University College 
students in Carmarthen, Wales . 
Boasting rolling green hills, castles, and pubs, trips 
to London, Bath, Cardiff and the seaside, Wales will be 
not only educational, but enormously enjoyable as well. 
The program begins May 4'h and includes two weeks 
of instruction at the Douglas College New Westminster 
Campus . Instructors include Christine Dewar (fine arts), 
Susan Smythe (geography) and Mami Westerman (social 
sciences) . 
The total program cost for the Wales Study Abroad 
Program is $2650, which includes all accommodation, 
excursions,local transportation, meals, and an optional 
credit course in Welsh history. Students will be 
responsible for airfare, weekend meals and insurance 
as well as personal expenses. The deadline to apply is 
March 15th, and a $500 deposit is required. 
China Field School 
Douglas College is also offering the China Field School, 
which allows students to earn nine credits in just five 
weeks. 
Courses include Geography 1190 (Selected Regions, 
China) , MODL 1191 (Introduction to Mandarin and 
Chinese) and CMNS 1104 (Foundations of Intercultural 
Communications). 
As part of the trip, students will visit remote villages 
in China and cities bordering Vietnam, and participate 
in a boat trip down the Li River. The Field School 
is partnering with Guangxi Minorities University in 
Nanning, and in addition to studies students will enjoy 
one week of independent exploration . 
The program fee is $3300 including 
accommodation, and local transportation. The 
application deadline is March lS'h and a $500 deposit is 
required . 
News Shorts 
By Matthew Steinbach and Ashley 
Whlllans 
Barack Obama was not only the first African-
American President of the United States of 
America but he also got another rare opportunity; 
his swearing-in ceremony occurred not once, but 
twice. The person who oversaw his inauguration, 
Chief Justice John G. Roberts, misread the oath, 
so the ceremony was re-done with the correct 
words this time. 
This happened on Obama's first full day as 
president. 
WebCT creator creates another site 
for students 
Murray Goldberg, creator of WebCf, a part of 
the MyDouglas website here at Douglas, bas 
created Braioify.com, an online site to help 
students and professors discover sources for their 
papers and other various assignments. 
In addition to WebCf, Goldberg was also 
formerly a professor at the UDiversity of British 
Columbia with tbe computer science program 
there. 
Tran8Link re-routes tor Surrey 
students 
In response to disrupted service, delays. and 
congestion due to the Pattullo Bridge incident 
early last Sunday. January 17", Transl.ink bas 
rerouted several buses and commuDity shuttles. 
Riders, particularly those coming from 
Surrey. should note the following delays and re-
routed bnses, which may disrupt their commute 
or extend their travel time. 
The C71 traveling eastbound from Scott 
Road SkyTrain station will now travel down 
128m, 1241h,and 114m before resuming its regular 
route. 
Traveling westbound, the C71 will now 
travel 124'h, Industrial, 128m Street, 110m avenue 
before terminating at Scott Road. 
Other re-routed buses include the N19 
which is now running along East Columbia, Hwy 
1, Port Mann Bridge, 15200 , 108m, King George 
Highway and J04lh Avenue before reaching 
Surrey Central Station. 
Please note that all changes are valid until 
further notice. 
Updates are available online at www. 
translink.bc.ca 
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Port Moody cafe starts open mic night 
By Ashley Whillans 
Associate News Editor 
A re you a musician who wants to take your talent further? Do you play 
in your living room, but dream 
about playing in front of a live 
audience? Well, Tri-Cities Open 
Mic Night wants 
fun open rnic nights he discovered 
while travelling, the event will 
take place every Thursday 
between 7:30-10 p.m. at the cafe 
in Newport Village. 
Fossen, who had played at 
Gallagher's a few times, started 
the open rnic night in order to fill a 
void in the Tri-City music scene . 
gig, and open rnics are a great 
way for young musicians to build 
confidence." 
With an open-minded 
director and enthusiastic crowd, 
the Thursday night Open Mic 
Nights provide all musicians the 
opportunity to show their stuff and 
to perfect their stage presence. 
to give you an 
opportunity 
·"Port Moody boasts that it is the 'City of the Arts,' yet there is no 
real outlet for up and coming musicians." 
In the 
words of 
Fossen, the 
first night 
TO fllNt> c-..r !""'O~e:' 
A Nt> To .51G~ WP . . . 
-~~~~~«, • • ._, ~+I ~fl";.. 
n:.),j'~tv. F\vf'H~ 
£.!. ·~..,·~l?h 
to grow as a 
performer. 
Every Thursday night, 
Gallagher's Cafe is hosting a 
"super-cool" arts initiative in Port 
Moody, the Open Mic Night. 
The Open Mic Night is the 
first of its kind in the Tri-Cities 
area, and is welcoming singles, 
duos, and trios of all ages and skill 
level to play and sing in front of a 
welcoming cafe crowd. 
Started by singer/songwriter 
Mark Fossen, who longed for the 
SkyTrain gets new hours 
of operation ... sort of 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
W ith the temporary closure of the Pattullo Bridge, Translink announced that they would 
now begin service of the SkyTrain system 
at 4:30a.m., giving commuters about an 
hour of extra time to catch a train or bus. 
When asked why this was done, 
Dereck Zadel, media relations manager 
at the Coast Mountain Bus Company said 
this occurred because of an "anticipation 
of more traffic." 
Translink expected there to be 
"extended rush hours," and "buses had 
been stuck in traffic," especially in Surrey 
and on the other side of the Fraser River. 
However, The Other Press also 
asked ifTranslink would continue with 
these new hours pru>t the patching up of 
the bridge, and Zadel responded that he 
"couldn't say specifically," but that given 
the new statistics Translink has received, 
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he explained that there was a good chance 
these new hours may be taken into 
consideration as a permanent fixture. 
Zadel said that when the trains 
opened up on the first day of the closure, 
there were many more riders than 
expected at the King George Station. 
Translink was also able to run more 
trains than ever before in its history, 
and the Millenium Line was far busier 
than normal, which was also unexpected 
as normally the Expo Line is the only 
gridlocked train line. 
But Zadel did also suggest that "if 
work and study hours could be adjusted," 
travelling outside of rush hours were still 
relatively calm periods for commuters 
to use. In the meantime, commuters 
will have to plan accordingly and take 
the necessary precautions as Metro 
Vancouver works itself out of its recent 
transit predicament. 
"There was really nothing like 
this in the Tri-Cities. Port Moody 
boasts that it is the 'City of the 
Arts,' yet there is no real outlet 
for up-and-corning musicians," 
he said. "An open rnic night 
is always a good way to bring 
people together and help budding 
musicians hone their performance 
skills." 
"It is a great way to build 
confidence in front of people. It's 
hard to go out and get your first 
was a "screaming success" and 
with the help of up-and-comings 
and local musicians, he hopes 
the night will continue to build 
momentum. 
For more information, contact 
Mark Fossen at 778.997.627, or 
visit the Facebook group, "Open 
Mic Nights @Gallagher's in 
Newport." 
Reduce student debt? 
By Matthew Steinbach 
News Editor 
On January 21", federal student debt hit $13 billion in Canada. The Douglas 
Students' Union and the Canadian 
Federation of Students were out 
in the concourse and the atrium to 
ensure that students at Douglas, as 
well others, were aware. 
Their goal was to show 
mug shots of students in debt to 
Members of Parliament as well 
as Members of the Legislative 
Assembly so they can see these 
students' faces. The two groups also 
are hoping to make this campaign 
an election issue in the upcoming 
provincial election, so they can gain 
some commitments from politicians 
before the election is over. 
Christine Nieder, BC 
provincial executive with the 
Canadian Federation of Students 
(a coalition of some student unions 
within Canada) and member-at-
large with the Douglas Students' 
Union explained that this campaign 
was adopted because "it was one 
thing we could agree on [at the 
DSU]" and because the number was 
so high and the union knew that this 
was something "that affects almost 
all students." 
There will be further 
opportunities for students to join 
this petition; however, Nieder was 
unsure of when the next chance will 
be. 
$1.3,000 .. 000,000 
On l>~nu.11ry 21, 1009, tho "m<>unt of stud~nt lo.,ns owod 
to the Govemment of C•nada wUI surpass S 13 billion. 
E-MAIL YOUR MP 
Detnand A<.tton to RE-<iu<.e Student D~bt! 
Mr. Obama, I wish the only thing that mattered 
were your qualification·s 
Picture ""'url.•il the 
setting: The 
National 
------' Mall in 
Washington D.C. Excitement builds 
as the 44'h president of the United 
States is about to be inaugurated. The 
crowd roars, and the media is abuzz, 
revellers all over the world crowd 
around TV screens. The Rio Theatre in 
East Vancouver is showing it on their 
big screen for free. Please welcome 
President Condoleeza Rice! The former 
secretary of state under George W. 
Bush and the first black and the first 
female president of the United States! 
It didn't quite go that way this 
time around. But with the hoopla 
surrounding Obama's victory that made 
the Democrat the first black president 
of the US, I can't help but wonder what 
the reaction to her would've been. She 
would've made history, but she's got a 
similar outlook as disgraced outgoing 
president George W. Bush. Bittersweet? 
Would the activist Left have turned out 
to the National Mall with eggs in hand 
the way they did in 2000 for Bush? 
Or would they have united behind 
her and honoured her for her sex and 
skin pigmentation? It's an interesting 
question. 
Politics these days seems to focus 
more on trivial things and less on the 
important. 
I have a friend with a very anti-
Harper, anti-Conservative outlook. 
She got caught up in Obamamania 
as much as anyone. Maybe more. 
When I tactlessly asked her what 
Obama stood for, she couldn't really 
say. When I suggested that Obama 
might conceivably be as right wing as 
Stephen Harper, she happily asked me 
to stop being a buzzkill! 
Major media outlets seem to think 
that Joe and Joanne Voter were more 
interested in what's on the cafeteria 
menu at Sasha and Malia Obama's 
exclusive new private school and how 
glittery Michelle Obama's dress was 
than whether Barack Obama can fix 
the country. And during the election 
it was "the race factor." In interviews 
with African Americans during the 
inauguration you heard, "I'm so glad 
to see one of us in office." One of us. 
While there is no denying it, history 
has been made here. But one of us 
could equally mean Condoleeza Rice. 
Back in June, Armstrong Williams, 
a conservative Republican talk show 
host-who happens to be black-said: 
"I don't necessarily like his 
policies; I don't like much that he 
advocates, but for the first time in 
my life, history thrusts me to really 
seriously think about it," Williams 
said. "I can honestly say I have no 
idea who I'm going to pull that lever 
for in November. And to me, that's 
incredible." 
I'm tiptoeing in controversial 
waters here, but since when has race 
and gender-based hiring ever been 
demonstrated. to be a good thing? 
The one thing that I'm sure we can 
agree on is a hope for the day when 
whether black, white or whatever, that 
race becomes irrelevant in all aspects 
of society-when we stop dividing 
ourselves into factions of us and them. 
That in the future, that cold day at the 
National Mall will be a footnote in a 
history book of men and women from 
any race or colour. Those who are the 
best qualified for the office of president. 
A wedding ring is not the key to a successful 
• marr1age 
By Priscilla Bartleman 
"All weddings are similar, but every 
marriage is different. " -John 
Berger 
D ifferent people come together and join in holy/ unholy matrimony for 
different reasons. I used to tell 
myself that I was not going to get 
married; that it was just a piece of 
paper. So, why did I do it? Well, 
I found someone that I thought, 
"Hey, I can really commit to linking 
my life with this person's life for 
as long as we both mutually agree, 
which could very possibly be until 
death do us part." 
It was not one of those 
romantic hot air balloon proposals, 
either; it was a practical discussion 
between two people ready to take 
a commitment to a different level. 
There was no engagement ring, and 
there were no real wedding rings; 
there was a ceremony of immediate 
family and closest friends. We used 
rings in the ceremony but we do not 
wear wedding rings to this day. 
I have been asked on many 
occasions why I don't wear a ring. 
I say I am married and people look 
down at my hands for the evidence 
of this fact. I can't help but ask 
myself why. 
Why do people feel the need 
to question my motives because I 
don't wear a ring? It does not mean 
I am unfaithful, it does not mean 
I love my husband less than those 
who do wear rings, and it does not 
mean I care less about the sanctity 
of marriage. 
It was not about the rings for 
us; it was about the emotional 
commitment to one another. I 
wanted him to know that I was 
going to be there to laugh it up, 
cheer him on and give him a 
helping hand when he is down. So 
the sanctity of marriage for us is not 
in a wedding band; it is bonded into 
each day we share a laugh, a tear, 
and on occasion a raised voice! 
The Blackberry curse 
By Natalie Nathanson 
B eware, all those who own a Blackberry: This will happen to you if it hasn't already. With 
the exception of my mom, everyone 
I've ever known who has purchased 
one of these contraptions has turned 
into an obnoxious douchebag. My 
mom is an exception because she needs 
my help to send a text message.lf you 
have one, and don't feel you're quite 
accurately described here, you either 
don't realize your obnoxiousness or 
you haven't quite completely figured 
out the texting keypad. 
A friend of my boyfriend's came 
out to visit us last summer. He's 
recently become a "career man," and 
his job involves a lot of travel. They 
hadn't seen each other in years and 
he spent the entire time whipping out 
his little Blackberry, making phone 
calls, giggling, apologizing and then 
name-dropping the importance of the 
person he just finished talking to. On 
one of the days during his visit, both 
my boyfriend and I were working and 
met up with him later. We found him 
at a restaurant. He had been there for 
three hours, drinking beer and talking 
to people on MSN Messenger via 
his ·Blackberry. He had gone from 
a charming, admirable guy to an 
obnoxious, annoying Blackberrier. 
A friend of mine recently got a 
Blackberry on the same day I happened 
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to host a little gathering at my place. 
She was so excited about her new 
phone and was showing it off to 
everyone. I can understand her initial 
excitement but she spent the entire 
night talking about her phone, and 
showing off the various unnecessary 
functions it possessed. My boyfriend 
was so irritated he asked her if it could 
stop boring conversations. 
A girl from work yesterday 
excitingly told everyone that she had 
just gotten a new Blackberry. 
I rolled my eyes, and asked her 
if she was going to become one of 
them. She vehemently denied it but 
she knew what I was talking about, 
and proceeded to tell me a story about 
her trip to work that morning on the 
crowded SkyTrain. Some guy was 
practically sitting on her lap, busily 
texting away on his Blackberry. 
She yelled at him, telling him to be 
respectful of other people's space and 
to get off his stupid phone. 
"But it's a Blackberry!" he said, 
and proceeded to show her his phone. 
"You wouldn't know what it's like!" 
"Yeah, I do," and she whipped out 
hers. 
He looked amazed. "How do 
you do it?!" He, himself, then 
acknowledged that owning a 
Blackberry turns you into an annoying 
pest. 
But hey, isn't that the first step to 
recovery? 
Walking in the woods at 
night is no Teddy Bear's 
Picnic 
By Nikalas Kryzanowski 
Opinions Editor 
L adies, remember when mother always told you that you shouldn't walk home alone in 
the dark? Considering that the news 
is never short of nasty stories about 
sexual assaults and muggings, it seems 
like pretty sound advice-and it is. 
When you do find yourself walking 
in a secluded area at night, it's a great 
idea to take the usual precautions 
like calling a friend on the phone and 
keeping a grip on your keys, especially 
when you cross paths with a stranger. 
Of course, the vast majority of 
encounters between male and female 
solitary park walkers at night are 
absolutely benign but sadly there is 
still .that uneasy tension for many 
women. In consolation, I would like to 
point out that these encounters don't 
make things easy for us guys exactly 
either. Consider the following fictional 
situation: A girl walks home down 
a dark side street, not another car or 
person in sight. A guy, perhaps on his 
way home from the library, happens to 
live in the same area. She notices him 
walking behind her. They notice each 
other. 
This is where things get a bit 
dicey. 
She thinks: "Okay, there's a guy 
behind me, I had better grip my keys." 
He thinks: "Okay, there's a girl 
in front of me. She's fiddling with her 
keys; I don't want to give the wrong 
impression so I better just put my hood 
up, so I don't attract her attention." 
She thinks: "Uh oh, why did he 
put his hood up? Is he trying to hide is 
face so that I won't be able to ID him 
when he gets me? I better tum around 
and take a good look at him now." 
He thinks: "Why did she glance 
back at me? She thinks I'm going to 
get her. I better smile at her so she 
knows that I'm friendly." 
She thinks: "Okay, what a creep! 
I better walk faster so I can ditch this 
guy before he tries anything." 
He thinks: "She's speeding up 
now; she seriously thinks I'm a rapist! 
I'll just cross the street here so that I 
can avoid her completely." 
She thinks: "He's crossing the 
street! Is he going to cut me off at 
the end of the path? I better call my 
friend." 
He thinks: "She's whipping out 
her cell phone now! Is she calling the 
cops?! Now that I'm on the other side 
of the street I had better walk faster." 
She thinks: "Why did he speed 
up?" 
And on and it goes. Awkward! 
What would only make matters 
worse for this hopeless pair is if 
they happened to live in the same 
building. Imagine her unease and his 
embarrassment at the whole sordid 
situation. Thanks rapists and thugs, you 
assholes, for making what should be a 
simple, pleasant walk home into a tit-
for-tat social grace nightmare. 
The CFS: ControVersial but vital 
By Wendy A. Case 
Regardless of how long you have· been at Douglas College, you have 
undoubtedly heard of the Canadian 
Federation of Students (CFS). The 
CFS is a somewhat controversial 
national student union made up 
of smaller student unions . The 
Douglas Students' Union (DSU) is 
one of them. The role of the CFS 
has been receiving more attention 
than usual due to the attempts of 
three B.C. members to remove 
their organizations from the CFS 
last spring. The big question at 
Douglas is whether or not the CFS 
is a vital part of the student society 
or merely another money-grabbing 
organization that seems to take and 
take from Douglas students. 
The CFS is something that 
Douglas students probably don't 
think about on a regular basis . 
However, over the past few years , 
the CFS has become increasingly 
important with the decline of the 
student society. The CFS has helped 
the students of Douglas College 
in many ways that students don't 
even realize. While I don't agr~ 
with their methods, it is hard to 
ignore the good that the Canadian 
Federation of ~tudents has done at 
Douglas. 
When the Douglas Students' 
Union was tom apart by corruption, 
·students were the victims. After the 
Health and Dental Plan Premiums 
that full-time students pay were 
redirected towards the purchase 
of the Subway building, students 
were in danger of losing their health 
and dental coverage. It was the 
Canadian Federation of Students to 
the tescue. CFS-BC approved loans 
to the DSU to cover the health and 
dental plan premiums that they, to 
this day, claim were advances on 
the health plan. These loans kept 
the DSU from defaulting on the 
coverage and meant' that students 
were able to get the coverage that 
they needed. These loans-or 
advances, whichever you would 
like to call them- were a bone of 
contention for the de-federation-
attempting student societies last 
year. 
Since the DSU was put in 
receivership in January of 2007, the 
CFS has kept a presence at Douglas. 
Last year, during another Health 
and Dental Plan crisis, where UCFV 
students attending the Criminology 
program at Douglas were unable 
to opt-in to the plan, CFS services, 
in conjunction with Marne Jensen, 
brought in the CFS coordinator of 
the Student Health Network, which 
runs the DSU Health and Dental 
Plan to fix the problem. 
The CFS has helped the DSU 
in crisis after crisis. Without the 
CFS, the most used student society 
services at Douglas would not 
be available. These include the 
Health and Dental Plan and the 
International Student Identity Card. 
The CFS is a crucial entity. Whether 
or not you agree that the CFS is 
good or bad outside of Douglas 
College, at Douglas the fact remains 
that the CFS is essential . 
Translink Transstinks: The gauntlet of the rush 
hour commute 
By Natalie Nathanson 
Every morning on my way to work I imagine different terrible misfortunes happening 
upon me that would provide a 
sufficient enough excuse to not come 
in to work. Do I hate my job? No, it's 
quite pleasant actually. I just don't 
like seeing my life flash before my 
eyes every morning. I don' t play 
in traffic or anything; I just get on 
the SkyTrain going westbound at 
Broadway Station. 
Broadway Station is the central 
hub of the transit world where three 
major routes collide, and at rush hour, 
it becomes a cacophony of grumpy 
businessmen, obnoxious Blackberry 
owners and overly anxious Burrard 
street office types who can't wait 
to get to work and crunch numbers 
all day. So, why does my life flash 
before my eyes? 
That yellow line. That horrid 
yellow line that everyone seems to 
ignore. 
It's placed there for our safety; 
but during the morning rush, people 
seem to throw common sense and 
caution to the wind in an attempt to 
weasel their way to the front of the 
platform to the point where they're 
inches away from the edge. It makes 
me cringe . I could literally tap them 
and they'd fall right in. It would 
serve them right. I , on the other hand, 
am a yellow line-abiding citizen, 
because quite frankly, anything 
past it scares the shit out of me. But 
what really makes my heart jump is 
when the wankers behind me start 
urging me forward , forward past the 
yellow line, before the train rumbles 
into the platform, forward into the 
tracks of certain death . So, I become 
a wimp and let them crowd ahead 
of me, which usually makes me late 
for work. But if they want to die by 
train, that's fine by me. I must admit I 
smirk a little whenever the SkyTrain 
dudes come up and yell at people to 
step back for their own safety. Don't 
bother, I say; they're idiots . 
I was once nearly pushed onto 
the tracks; an idiot with a large bag 
rushed past behind me and nearly 
knocked me over into an oncoming 
train. My stomach jumped into my 
throat and my teeth bit my tongue. 
The train itself in the morning is very 
reminiscent of being herded into a 
cattle car and sent off to some meat 
packing plant. 
I can't remember how many 
times I've nearly broken a bone from 
being crushed by the weight of fifty 
people cramming into the tiny doors 
of the already packed car. One day 
I wish I could work up the courage 
to push back and yell, "We're not 
sardines, so stop making me feel like 
one, assholes!" 
But what's the use? How do you 
break grown adults of their horrid 
transit habits? It just can't be done . 
So, in a brilliant attempt to try 
and remedy the hazardous platform 
situation at Broadway Station, 
TransLink is now upgrading the 
station to increase platform capacity. 
The platform does not need its 
capacity increased; there are already 
too many people on it as it is . What's 
needed is train capacity, and trains 
coming more often! No more two 
cars per train! If they made every 
train a four-car train , the platform 
would never be so unmanageable. 
People might still be packed like 
sardines, but at least we wouldn't 
have to risk our lives getting to work 
every morning. 
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Word on the Street ByPriscillaBartleman 
What do you think about the city's response to the Pattullo Bridge incident and how has it affected you? 
Eric Sambrano 
Second year criminology 
It has affected my work mostly; I drive 
peoples cars to and from shops and what 
usually takes 20 minutes took me two hours 
each way. Customers are complaining! 
Kristen Brown 
Second year Future Teachers 
It is wise to shut it down and .fix it, 
it is a safety concern. It is also huge 
inconvenience; my friend said it is making 
the Sky Train chaotic. 
David Guedes 
Second year psychology 
If damaged it is good to repair it! I have to 
leave home earlier but other than that it is 
just another obstacle to get around. 
Helen Dempster 
Developmental Studies (DVST) faculty 
For years the Pattullo has been in ruins . It 
is time to get the infrastructure up to date; 
lets deal with the homeless issue and give 
them the housing they need and deserve. 
The Douglas women's basketball team takes on Camosun College. 
These stagecraft students claim to be starting a pornographic moustache society. .. 
right ..... 
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Ab · d for 'crlmn not commllted in 
exceptional circumstances {such as In war tlme) 
Abol ed In practice 
Legal tJ.m of punishment for certain otlenses 
I By Clare Raspopow 
The Link (Concordia University) 
MONTREAL (CUP) -It's not the 
circumstances of Ronald Allen Smith's 
crimes or trial that make his case 
noteworthy. Born in Red Deer, Alberta, 
Smith killed two men who stopped to 
pick him up while he was hitchhiking 
through Montana in 1982. For his 
crimes he was tried, convicted, and 
sentenced to death. 
Nor does his sentence make him 
unique. Since 1980, 1,136 people have 
been executed in the United States. The 
death row population today is more 
than triple what it was in 1982. 
Smith's case stands out from 
others because it represents the first 
time the Canadian government did not 
seek clemency for one of its citizens 
condemned to death on foreign soil 
since the practice was instated in 1976. 
In late October 2007, the 
Conservative government's Department 
of Foreign Affairs changed its policy 
tQ automatically advocate on behalf 
of Canadians sentenced to die abroad, 
stating it would no longer seek 
clemency for Canadians on death row 
in democratic countries where they 
could expect a fair trial - neglecting to 
specify what qualified as a "democratic 
country" beyond the U.S . The decision 
to request clemency is now decided on 
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a case-by-case basis. 
Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper stated that on the basis of 
his government's strong initiatives 
on tackling violent crime, seeking 
clemency on behalf of acknowledged 
' government's tougher stance on crime. 
Amnesty International has argued 
that decisions such as these represent a 
backslide in Canada's ongoing struggle 
in favour of human rights. They fear the 
introduction of grey areas in Canada's 
The Conservatives announced they would not be co-sponsoring a United 
Nations resolution calling for an international moratorium on the 
death penalty, even though Canada has consistently sponsored similar 
resolutions every year between 1998 and 2005 
murders would "send the wrong 
message to the Canadian population." 
The following month, the 
Conservatives announced they would 
not be co-sponsoring a United Nations 
resolution calling for an international 
moratorium on the death penalty, 
even though Canada has consistently 
sponsored similar resolutions every 
year between 1998 and 2005 . 
Conservative spokesperson 
Catherine Gagnaire explained to the 
Associated Press that her government 
believed the resolution had adequate 
support already, and Canada would not 
vote against it when it came before the 
General Assembly. 
Harper has said that his 
government is not interested in 
resurrecting the debate to reinstate the 
death penalty in Canada, that these 
decisions are just a reflection of his 
stance on capital punishment could 
endanger the lives of Canadians. 
Canada's long road to abolition 
The struggle for the abolition of 
the death penalty in Canada spanned 
over 60 years. 
Robert Bickerdike introduced 
the first abolitionist bill in Canada in 
1914, arguing that capital punishment 
was essentially state murder, a 
blot on Christianity, an ineffective 
deterrent, and a brutal and unnecessary 
punishment. 
Bickerdike's argument failed 
to compel his contemporaries and 
a motion for adjournment quickly 
defeated the bill. 
But, Bickerdike remained a 
lone voice of dissent in Parliament, 
stubbornly refusing to accept defeat as 
he tried for three more years to get his 
bill passed, and never succeeded. 
Despite rejecting an all-out ban 
on capital punishment, the Canadian 
government did slowly remove 
offences for which the death penalty 
could be used, removing rape from the 
list of capital offences in 1954. 
After 1954, pressure against the 
death penalty increased in government. 
For almost a decade, every session of 
Parliament included an abolition bill. 
This resulted in the first major debate 
about the death penalty in 1966. 
The debate was lengthy, emotional , 
and resulted in capital punishment 
being limited to capital murder, the 
killing of officers of the peace, and 
certain stipulations under the National 
Defence Act. 
On July 14, 1976, after a 98-
hour debate, and despite death threats 
against abolitionist members of 
Parliament, Parliament voted to abolish 
capital punishment from the Canadian 
Criminal Code, retaining it only for 
the extreme cases of mutiny or treason, 
with which no Canadian was ever 
charged. 
The last vestiges of capital 
punishment were erased from Canadian 
legislation on Dec. 10, 1998, when the 
remaining passages making reference to 
capital punishment were removed from 
the National Defence Act. It marked the 
end of capital punishment in Canada. 
' 
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Only once in the gradual erasure 
of the death penalty in Canada has 
the possibility of reversal presented 
itself. In 1987, under the leadership 
of Prime Ministyr Brian Mulroney, 
the Progressive Conservatives tried to 
hold a free vote for the reinstatement 
of capital punishment. The bill was 
rejected. 
Many feared the loss of the 
ultimate punishment would unleash 
crime and destruction upon the 
Canadian public. Contrary to 
predictions, the homicide rate didn't 
increase after 1976. 
According to statistics compiled 
by Amnesty International , the homicide 
rate in Canada began to fall for the next 
20 years, reaching an all-time low of 
1.9 per 100,000 in 1998. 
The homicide conviction rate 
nearly doubled' in the decade after 
abolition- some believe because 
Canadians were more willing to convict 
individuals when they weren't required 
to decide between life and death . 
International abolition 
The international community, like 
Canada, has been moving towards 
abolition since the rnid-1940s . 
In December 1948, the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, which 
detailed the rights and freedoms of 
individuals (of which the "right to life" 
is one) , was adopted and ratified. 
Since the declaration, 118 UN-
member states have abolished the 
death penalty, and only 78 countries 
and territories still retain it. The initial 
declaration has sparked numerous 
additional declarations, covenants, 
media. 
"Why would we now refuse to 
intervene to protect a Canadian citizen 
sentenced to death in an American 
state , thereby effectively reinstating 
capital punishment for Canadians?" 
118 UN-member states have abolished the death penalty, and only 78 
countries and territories still retain it 
conventions, and optional protocols to 
encourage the elimination of the death 
penalty. 
Throughout the international push 
for abolition, Canada has always been 
a solid backer. Canada has adopted 
numerous resolutions to get rid of the 
death penalty internationally and still 
refuses to extradite people who will be 
facing the death penalty upon return. 
Ramifications 
On the surface, the changes of 
2007 seem minor. Harper has assured 
Canadians that the death penalty is no 
closer to corning back in Canada than it 
ever was. But the ramifications of our 
non-interference internationally may be 
greater than they seem. 
After the Conservatives' decision 
not to advocate on behalf of Ronald 
Smith, Irwin Cotler, a McGill professor, 
ex-minister of justice, and international 
human rights lawyer, spoke out to the 
he asked when interviewed by the 
Associated Press. 
Alex Neve, secretary general of 
Amnesty International Canada, heaped 
criticism on the decision, telling the 
CBC that Canada was adopting a role 
as an "active bystander," and pointing 
out the international effects the decision 
would have on Canada 's reputation as 
an upholder of human rights . 
Dan McTeague, one-time secretary 
to the minister of foreign affairs and 
an influential player in the release of 
William Sampson in 2003, who faced 
beheading in Saudi Arabia after being 
accused of planting a bomb under a car, 
openly criticized the double-standard 
set up by the Conservatives. 
"Foreign policy is always a mirror 
of our domestic values," he told the 
Associated Press. 
Critics see the contradiction 
exposed by McTeague as the sticking 
point. It's not weak to have tough 
standards for Canadian criminals while 
still protecting them from punishment 
abroad that is deemed too inhumane 
and abhorrent to be practiced in 
Canada. 
It is, however, inconsistent to 
condemn a practice ethically and 
legally at home, but condone it when 
another nation perpetrates it. The grey 
areas introduced by such nebulous 
and undefined terms as "democratic 
country" serve to endanger Canadians 
whose lives may hang in the balance . 
Where historically, Canadian 
intervention in another nation's 
decision to use the death penalty 
was standard, it has now become a 
judgment of that nation's commitment 
to democracy or the state of their legal 
system. 
Conservative MP Stockwell Day 
asked the media: "[Why] intervene to 
bring murderers who have received due 
process in democratic countries back to 
Canada?" 
But as Lome Waldman, a member 
of legal team for Maher Arar-a 
Canadian imprisoned in the U.S. 
Guantanamo Bay- pointed out after 
the Smith affair: "You don't create 
policy based upon one individual case. 
[The death penalty is] either acceptable 
in all·:.:ases or it's not acceptable . And 
if we reject it, we reject it for everyone, 
even the most difficult cases." 
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Can anyone save the Coyotes? 
not matter. 
Garth 
Mclennan 
sports editor Wayne Gretzky may have the Phoenix Coyotes 
at their best place in years 
in terms of performance, 
- ---' but by next season, it might 
With the tanking American economy, few NHL 
cities have been hit as hard as Phoenix, Arizona. The 
housing market crisis has been at its worst in Phoenix 
and Tampa Bay, Florida and both of their NHL teams 
are on the verge of collapse. 
While they've improved this year, over the last 
several years, the Coyotes have been absolutely 
terrible on the ice. The city of Phoenix is right in the 
heart of the American Sunbelt and isn't a traditional 
hockey market. All you have to do to recognize 
that the franchise is in trouble is take a look at their 
attendance figures. 
Last season, the Coyotes finished with a reported 
average attendance mark of 14,820 according to 
ESPN statistics and 29'h in the NHL. The reason I 
say "reported" is because of the infamous policy of 
basement-dwelling teams in poor markets to balloon 
their attendance marks by giving away clumps of free 
tickets. Not exactly like Vancouver or Toronto, where 
season tickets are willed through generations and the 
stadiums are packed to the rafters. 
Since 2001, Phoenix has sat at 25'h in league 
attendance despite increasingly desperate attempts 
to lure fans to the arena that would astound fans in 
Canadian cities. For just $79, you can score four 
lower bowl tickets to the palatial Jobing.com stadium, 
complete with four hotdogs and four soft drinks . At 
GM Place in Vancouver, the average ticket in the 
lower bowl costs well over $100 and the average soda 
is at least five bucks . 
The Coyotes are also in tough to compete for 
the average fan's sports dollar. The city of Phoenix 
is one of the biggest sports towns in America and 
is jammed packed with competition. They have the 
NBA's Phoenix Suns, the NFL's Arizona Cardinals 
and MLB 's Arizona Diamondbacks on the pro side 
of things along with minor league baseball's Cactus 
League. Arizona State's legendary sports programs 
include such fan favourites as their perennially 
powerful baseball, basketball and football games. 
NASCAR holds two races each year in Phoenix, 
while professional golf contests two events, each on 
both the men's and women's PGA tours . 
The real shame is that while Phoenix can hardly 
count itself among the league's elite, they are in 
their best place in a long time in terms of their on-
ice product. Gretzky, who doubles as the team's 
head coach and minority owner, has assembled the 
youngest team in the NHL that has a lot of offensive 
potential and the ability to do big things . He's 
managed to find an excellent young goalie in Ilya 
Bryzgalov and his stable of forwards are playing an 
up-tempo style. This is the third year of Gretzky's 
coaching tenure and after a stumbling block two years 
ago, he's had the team steadily getting better. Last 
season, they had their first winning record in ages 
and Gretzky has done an astounding job at putting 
Does Holyfield still have it? 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
I n every sport there are athletes Who should call it quits , but no athletic profession can equal boxing in that 
respect. Former champions who are 
long past their prime repeatedly climb 
back into the ring in often unsuccessful 
attempts to regain former glory. 
together fast young players. 
Former Everett Silvertip star Peter Mueller has 
developed into one of the game's best young centers, 
Martin Hanzal is a budding power forward . Mikkel 
Boedker is an electric sniper; Viktor Tikhonov has 
more moves than most guys twice his age and New 
Westminster's Kyle Turris is one of the best young 
prospects in the game-even if he's having a rough 
year this season. Phoenix has ten first round draft 
picks currently playing on their roster including their 
captain, Shane Doan, who is leading the team in 
scoring. 
Phoenix is hovering around fifth place in the 
Western Conference and has a very real possibility 
of making the playoffs for the first time since 2002. 
If they were in any other market, they would be 
considered among the league's best up-and-corning 
teams. That very well may be true, and while Gretzky 
is doing a coach-of-the-year job, the team is simply 
running out of money. 
With nobody going to games and the team set 
to post a colossal $45 million loss this year, it may 
not matter how well they do on the ice. What goes 
on outside the rink may be the one battle that Wayne 
Gretzky can't win. 
the fight in abso~tely phenomenal 
shape and didn 't tire throughout. While 
it wasn't his best bout, Holyfield clearly 
won the fight. The decision went to 
Valuev in a highly controversial fashion 
that has caused general outrage in the 
boxing community. Holyfield 's camp 
has filed a protest that is currently 
underway while talks of a rematch have 
swirled since the day after the fight . One fighter who has been branded 
with that label for over 15 years now 
is 46-year-old Evander Holyfield. The 
only man in history to win the world 
heavyweight championship on four 
separate occasions has said that he 
will not retire until he wins a record-
setting fifth world heavyweight title. 
Now, most people would say that it 's a 
fool 's errand; that at his advanced age, 
Holyfield doesn't have a hope at even 
coming close to another world title 
reign . 
Riddick Bowe back in 1992, boxing 
pundits and experts began calling for 
his retirement. When it was announced 
that he would fight Bowe again, it was 
expected to be a slaughter as Bowe was 
younger, much stronger and had over 
30 pounds in weight advantage. 
has always been the smaller guy in 
While it's clear that Holyfield is 
past his prime, it's tough to count him 
out. He's been more than able to keep 
up with those that he 's fought and he 
hasn't looked out of place or tired . 
While his market value has plummeted 
from what it once was (he made just 
$600,000 for the Valuev fight) , he's still 
a fast , entertaining boxer who has more 
heart than just about anyone fighting 
today. 
The thing is , though, people have 
been counting Holyfield out now for 
over a decade and he's still proving his 
critics wrong. When he was handed 
his first ever defeat and lost his world 
championship for the first time to 
14 
However, Holyfield retook his 
title . When he fought Mike Tyson in 
1995 for the first time, the odds were 
17-1 in favour of Tyson. Again though, 
Holyfield TKO'ed Tyson and captured 
the world title. 
Since moving up to the 
heavyweight division after dominating 
at the cruiserweight level , Holyfield 
the ring, and that 's held true today. In 
October of 2007 in Russia, Holyfield 
took on Sultan lbragimov for the WBO 
Heavyweight Championship in a slow 
bout that Ibragimov took by decision. 
After that setback it was widely 
assumed that Holyfield was finished, 
and a 14-month layoff only augmented 
that belief. 
It was with a measure of surprise , 
though, that Holyfield was set to take 
on WBA Heavyweight Champion 
Nikolai Valuev in another title shot. 
Despite his age, Holyfield came into the 
bout looking like he was 25 . He entered 
After all of the wars that Holyfield 
has been through over the course of his 
career, you have to give him credit that 
until he decides to hang up the gloves 
on his own terms; he won't quit for 
anyone . 
-Jannik Hansen: Boom or bust? 
By Garth Mcl ennan, Sports Editor 
S o far this season, there has been a number of highs and lows for the Vancouver Canucks, and no one on the team 
exemplifies that like Danish winger, Jannik 
Hansen. 
Drafted by the club 287'h overall in 2004 
and now 22, Hansen was a pleasant surprise 
after unexpectedly making the team out of 
training camp. After playing ten playoff games 
with the Canucks two years ago, Hansen was 
supposed to be a full-time roster player Last 
season, but was invisible during camp and 
spent the year with Vancouver's AHL affiliate, 
the Manitoba Moose. In 50 games on the farm, 
Hansen notched just 21 goals and 22 assists in a 
campaign where he was supposed to excel. Most 
scouts and pundits wrote him off. 
However, he sparkled in the pre-season this 
year and has managed to stick with the Canucks 
in varying capacities pretty much ever since. 
Evaluating Hansen, though, is much easier said 
than done. 
In 41 NHL games so far in this, his rookie 
season, at the time of writing, Hansen has posted 
19 points-more than some much more highly 
touted rookies such as Kyle Turris, Steven 
Starnkos and Viktor Tikhonov. However, he has 
just five goals in that span . Now, Hansen has 
never been known as a scorer. This season, he 's 
already endured a 24-garne goalless drought 
along with a separate 11-game goal drought. 
Even in the lower levels of the game, Hansen 
has had difficulty putting the puck in the net. His 
highest totals carne back with his WHLjunior 
club, the Portland Winter Hawks, where he had 
24 goals in 64 games. During his time with the 
Canucks, Hansen has had ample opportunity to 
boost his scoring numbers but hasn't managed 
to capitalize. He's played on a line with the 
Sedins and a different combination with Mats 
Sundin and Pavol Dernitra, for extended parts 
of the season but has done little to justify those 
plum positions. While he'll occasionally have an 
outstanding game, more often than not he'll get 
noticed for missing sure-fire empty net goals or 
for fumbling the puck in the offensive zone. 
While Hansen is much more skilled on the 
defensive side of the game than the offensive, 
the fact is that in most contests, he's practically 
invisible. He's a proficient penalty killer, but his 
often indifferent or ineffective play has earned 
him a two-game demotion to the Moose before 
being recalled. 
Hansen has the tools to be a solid third line 
winger or a borderline second liner in the future, 
but at this point, with such wildly swinging play, 
it seems hard to call him a success for the team. 
Vigneault needs to go 
By Garth Mclennan 
Sports Editor 
The Vancouver Canucks are in their worst slump in years. While Roberto Luongo's 
wonky groin has been like a lethal 
injection to this team, it's safe to point 
a finger directly at one man: head 
coach Alain Vigneault. 
Vigneault has coached the 
Canucks for almost three years now 
and while he did win the Jack Adams 
award as the NHL coach of the year 
in his inaugural season with the club, 
his tenure here can hardly be called a 
success. 
During his Coach of the Year 
season, the Canucks were one of the 
surprise teams of the league when 
they rode the incredibly strong play of 
goaltender Roberto Luongo, and that 
can scarcely be attributed to Vigneault. 
He refused to play his backup goalie 
and when Luongo burned out in the 
playoffs after playing 76 regular 
season games, the Anaheim Ducks 
wiped out Vancouver in the second 
round of the playoffs . 
Last season, Luongo didn't take 
the hint and played as a much more 
mortal looking goalie in 73 of 82 
contests. Vigneault continued to play 
his defense-first-a.k.a boring-style 
of play, wouldn't let Markus Naslund 
play his game, and Vancouver missed 
the playoffs after tanking badly near 
the end ofthe campaign. 
When the Canucks, and mainly 
Luongo, got hot heading into 
November, things were looking up 
for Vancouver. And with former 
Toronto Maple Leafs captain Mats 
Sundin corning to town, Stanley Cup 
visions and comparisons to Detroit 
and San Jose were being bandied all 
throughout the city. 
However, Luongo went down 
with a lengthy groin strain and all 
the worst parts of Vancouver's game 
came to light. As of January 20'h, 
they have lost seven in a row at 
home and gone six straight without 
a win. They 'd had several truly 
horrible outings including brutal 5-3 
annihilation to the New Jersey Devils, 
an embarrassing 4-1 pasting at the 
hands of the Phoenix Coyotes and a 
demoralizing 6-5 overtime loss to the 
Columbus Blue Jackets in which they 
coughed up a two goal lead, allowed 
the Jackets to score four unanswered 
goals, tied the game with only a few 
minutes remaining and then proceeded 
to lose in OT. Following that was 
the humiliating 2-1 OT drop to the 
league-leading San Jose Sharks. 
They held a 1-0 lead with just over 
a minute remaining in the game 
before Vigneault ordered them into 
a defensive shell. They were clearly 
overwhelmed in the final minutes and 
gave up their lead with one minute 
left . In OT, despite some desperate 
heroics from Luongo, they panicked 
repeatedly and, sure enough, lost the 
game. 
Over this horrible stretch 
which has resulted in the Canucks 
plummeting in the Western 
Conference standings, Sundin hasn't 
looked special, Luongo hasn't been 
great since his return and most serious 
of all, Vigneault hasn't been able to 
motivate his players. His frequent line 
alterations have irritated his roster and 
he doesn't give his combinations more 
than one opportunity if they fail to 
produce immediately. 
The plain fact is that if Vigneault 
can't get his guys in gear soon, 
he' 11 find himself on the chopping 
block. And with Canadian World 
Junior Championship head coach 
Pat Quinn sitting without a job and 
eager to make a return to the NHL 
full-time, it wouldn't be hard to find 
a suitable replacement. Quinn lives in 
Vancouver, owns part of the WHL's 
Vancouver Giants and used to both 
coach and manage the Canucks. 
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Lions lose superstar to NFL 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
I t was widely assumed that B.C. Lions star defensive end Cameron Wake would give the NFL a try next year 
after yet another stellar season in the 
Canadian Football League. Sure enough, 
he signed a four-year contract with the 
resurgent Miami Dolphins on January l8'h 
that inc~udes a $1 million signing bonus. 
It's a great opportunity for the 26-
year-old Wake and a big loss for the 
Lions. There was very little doubt that 
Wake would depart Vancouver after 
the season he just had. With the highly 
restrictive CFL salary cap, there was no 
way Wake would agree to remain in B.C. 
when he could easily receive a multi-
million dollar salary down south. 
While Wake has only played two 
seasons for the Lions, he's been the 
franchise's best player both years. Both 
years he's led the entire league in sacks, 
two years ago with 16 and last season 
with an astounding 23. Both seasons he 
was named to the CFL's all-star team 
and in his rookie year with the Lions, 
as well as in the CFL, he became the 
only player in league history to win the 
CFL's rookie of the year and the CFL's 
defensive player of the year award. He 
also accumulated 72 tackles and was the 
only CFLer to block a field goal for the 
entire season. 
Last year he was even better. Aside 
from his impressive sack record, he swept 
the board in winning the CFL's defensive 
player of the year for the second season 
in a row. He also became the first ever 
player in a defensive position to win 
TSN's Friday Night Gladiator of the Year 
award. 
So after all those godly 
accomplishments, it came as no surprise 
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that Wake drew serious interest from at 
least 17 different NFL clubs. He worked 
out with eight of them and eventually 
settled on the up-and-corning Miami 
Dolphins over his second choice, the 
Indianapolis Colts. At 6'3", 260 lbs, the 
Dolphins have indicated that they are 
likely to switch the Penn State graduate 
from defensive end back to his old 
position of defensive linebacker. 
When approached in an interview 
by hordes of reporters after his decision 
to head to Miami, the Maryland native, 
Wake, was classy when speaking about 
his move. 
"I wanted to eliminate all the fluff. It 
wasn't about whoever offered the biggest 
deal. It was about the coaching staffs, the 
opportunity, the organizations. Miami 
put themselves above the others in those 
things even if it wasn't by much," Wake 
said. 
With the addition of Wake, whose 
deal could wind up being worth as much 
as $4.9 million, the Dolphins have added 
another impact player that can really be 
a boost to their rebuilding effort. The 
Dolphins were football's most improved 
team this year after going 1-15 two 
years ago to 11-5 this season. 2008 first 
overall draft pick and offensive lineman 
Jake Long is the franchise cornerstone in 
Miami and it looks right now that Wake 
will be able to contribute to the youth 
movement. 
Now, anyone who has ever heard 
of Casey Printers knows that heading 
south to the NFL is never a sure thing for 
a guy corning from the CFL. However, 
Wake doesn't have the attitude issues that 
Printers had (and still does) and is corning 
out of Canada as perhaps the best pass 
rusher and most dominant CFL player. 
Where are they now? 
By Garth Mclennan 
Bernard Hopkins 
43-year-old, Bernard "The Executioner" 
Hopkins is still going strong in the 
ring, even if his performance has begun 
to show aging signs. Most recently, 
Hopkins fought and defeated 26-year-
old Kelly Pavlik in Atlantic City by 
unanimous decision in October. 
After losing to undefeated 
Welshman Joe Calzaghe back in April 
by decision, Hopkins' future was in 
doubt. However, his critics had been 
calling for his retirement for years and 
Hopkins wasn't about to begin listening 
to them despite his age. 
In his bout with Pavlik, Hopkins 
switched up his style. After losing to 
Calzaghe because of a slow, retreating ' 
style, Hopkins instead carne out flying 
and punished the much younger Pavlik 
for the bulk of the bout and easily 
out-strategized and outfought him to 
victory. 
As always, Hopkins' future is in 
question. He has no upcoming fights 
in the near future, but retirement is 
unlikely considering his history. 
Evander Holyfield 
While most professional boxers hang up 
the gloves before or shortly after they 
hit 30, Evander "Real Deal" Holyfield 
is still fighting at age 4Q. Holyfield 
has stated that he will not retire until 
he wins a record-setting fifth world 
heavyweight championship. 
On December 20'h, 2008, 
Holyfield had his best opportunity to 
accomplish that goal when he squared 
off against the monstrous seven-foot 
WBA heavyweight champion, Nikolai 
Valuev. Holyfield entered the bout in 
phenomenal shape and hammered the 
big Russian for the majority of the 
match. However, in what is being called 
one of the biggest disgraces in boxing 
history, Valuev retained the belt by a 
split decision, despite basically standing 
in the middle of the ring for the entire 
fight and barely winning a round. 
The Holyfield champ has already 
filed a formal complaint and there is 
talk of a rematch later this year. With 
any luck, Evander Holyfield will get his 
hands on a fifth world title soon enough. 
Felix Trinidad 
The best Puerto Rican boxer in history, 
Felix Trinidad, 36, is a shadow of the 
fighter he once was. His last contest 
carne in January of 2008, which he lost 
to former superstar Roy Jones Jr. by 
a decision. It was Trinidad's first bout 
since May of 2005 and he was corning 
out of his second retirement. 
Since 2002, he has only fought 
three times, losing twice and winning 
by TKO in 2004. That's a long time 
with little to do for a fighter to still be 
considered among the sport's elite. 
After his 2005 retirement, which 
obviously proved to be only temporary, 
Trinidad's f~ther proclaimed that he 
would no longer continue to work his 
son's corner. 
Unfortunately, that didn't seem to 
be good enough for Ring Magazine's 
2000 fighter of the year. While he's 
certainly taken a long layoff since his 
January fight with Jones, Trinidad needs 
to recognize that boxing has left him 
behind and that he should retire for a 
third time-only on this one, it should 
be a permanent decision. 
Oscar De La Hoya 
"Golden Boy" Oscar De La Hoya, 35, 
has more than likely just fought his final 
bout. On December 6'h, 2008, at the 
MGM Grand in Las Vegas, De La Hoya 
took on Manny Pacquiao in what was 
billed as "The Dream Match." 
De La Hoya, who has won ten 
world titles in six different weight 
classes, was dominated by Pacquiao 
throughout the fight, and threw in the 
towel after the eighth round. While 
most knew that De La Hoya was clearly 
over-the-hill, he didn't back down 
from the much faster Pacquiao, who 
Ring Magazine recently named the best 
pound-for-pound fighter in the world . 
After the fight, De La Hoya was 
asked about his boxing future and 
responded by saying that he still wanted 
to continue fighting, but he admitted 
that, in his words, "I just don't have it 
anymore." 
When De La Hoya, who is one 
of boxing's most recognizable figures, 
does make it official, he will likely 
go into promoting fights full time. 
He already owns the fight promotion 
company Golden Boy Productions. 
.:~ 
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BCAA Scoreboard Friday January 23rd, 2009 
Men's Basketball 
fl/ 2Poiltl.r L .. fiPailll.l' GP w !. 
I Vaneouva l land University Mtlll'ilu-n ll 11 0 
2 UBC-Okana an Hat II 8 3 
3 UNBC rmt~Jen.'OII.'" ll 1 4 
.( Lant;ara College FlllcoM II 6 s 
5 Columbia Bible College.Bnmlr:r 10 5 s 
~ Capitano University BIIILIS It s 6 
Kwanllcn Polytec:hni nivc ity £itt:ier ll s 6 
Doug! College RI:!Jwls t1 s 6 
Camosun College O"''I"I'S II 2 9 
Quest Univen.ity Ca.nado.Kt'.-~ 10 0 10 
Women's Basketball 
W ... 2 Poiill.r L ~ 0 Poinlf GP w !. 
I Camosun Colle e ~ II 10 1 
2 UNBC Tiltki'WOiw.r It 9 2 
3 Capilano Uni,·en.ity B111er II 8 3 
.( lJBC.Okano.gan Ht'tll II 6 s 
5 Vanrouvcr fsland University Mlrilrns 11 6 5 
tf Lant;ara College FlllcoM 11 6 5 
QuM Unh•crsity Canada Kt'nfllotln 10 3 1 
Dougla.s College R4Jvls II 3 8 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University Elittfks 11 3 8 
Columbia Bible College~ 10 0 10 
Men's Volleyball 
Rank Me.a'aTEAMS MP MW 1\n. 
1 Vancouver taland University N_, ll 9 2 
2 UBC-Okana,can HNI 12 9 3 
3 Douglas Collc:ge RI!}Wb 12 8 4 
4 University of the Fraser Valley ~ 10 7 3 
5 Camosun Collc:gc ~ ll 7 4 
6 Capitano University liMn 12 5 1 
Collc:ge of the Rockics./...r-t:-il ll 3 8 
Columbia Bible College 8Nfr:rlb 10 2 8 
Selkirk College.r.6ra 11 0 11 
Women's Volleyball 
RaDk Wome.a•s TEAMS MP l'tfW 
.. 
l Capitano Univi:rSity 6/~~e~ 12 ll 
2 lJBC..Oicanagan HNI 12 10 
3 Vancouver Island Univcmty Mlll'iM7:r 11 8 
4 Univcmty of the Fraser Valley ~ 10 7 
s Douglas College R17.1'11/U 12 6 
6 Columbia Bible College &wcwts 10 4 
Camosun College ~n II 2 
College of the Rocki -'•VIlill1t~~e 11 2 
Selkirk College Sttilrls 11 () 
P'TS PF 
22 907 
16 800 
14 910 
12 788 
10 750 
10 969 
10 873 
10 897 
4 789 
0 702 
PTS PF 
20 793 
18 706 
16 810 
12 731 
12 642 
12 608 
6 504 
6 549 
6 649 
0 363 
GW GL 
30 12 
30 13 
25 18 
23 12 
28 14 
20 24 
lt 27 
10 . 26 
3 33 
l'tfL GW 
l 33 
2 32 
3 27 
3 21 
6 20 
6 14 
9 7 
9 8 
ll 7 
PA 
690 
815 
808 
811 
799 
938 
869 
935 
856 
864 
PA 
S60 · 
S69 
623 
64S 
586 
598 
588 
595 
696 
895 
PTS 
18 
18 
16 
14 
14 
10 
6 
4 
0 
ti.::. Home Away 
.... 217 6 - 0 5 - 0 
-IS 2-2 6-1 
+102 3 - 2 4 - 2 
-23 3 - 3 3 - 2 
-49 2 - 3 3 - 2 
~Jt J - 2 2 - 4 
..-4 4 - 3 1 - 3 
-38 1 - 3 4 - 3 
. 67 2 - S 0 - 4 
. 162 0 - S 0 - S 
+I- Home Awav 
+233 7 - 0 3 - 1 
... 1)7 4 - 1 5 - 1 
-181 4 - 1 4 - 2 
•86 3 -I 3-4 
•S6 4 -2 2 - 3 
·dO 4 - 2 2 - 3 
• 84 2 - 3 l - 4 
-46 1- 3 2 -S 
• 41 3-4 0 - 4 
~532 0 - S 0 - S 
Fri. January 23 
UFV 3 CBCO 
Camosun 3 UBCO 1 
Capilano 3 Selkirk 0 
Douglas 3 COTR 0 
Sat, January 24 
UBC03VIU 1 
Douglas 3 Selkirk 0 
Capilano 3 COTR 0 
Fri.Jan. 23 
CBC 87 Quest 77 
VIU 68 UBC-0 44 
Camosun 78 UNBC 87 
Douglas 70 Kwantlen 82 
Capilano 87 langara 72 
Sat. Jan. 24 
VIU 69 UBC-0 56 
Camosun 67 UNBC 79 
Douglas 93 Kwantlen 86 
capilano 83 langara 66 
Fri. Jan. 23 
CBC 38 Quest 74 
VIU 47 UBC-0 56 
Camosun 47 UNBC 65 
Douglas 62 Kwantlen 63 
capilano 67 ~.angara 63 
Sat. Jan. 24 
VIU 65 UBC-0 58 
Camosun 68 UNBC 58 
Douglas 57 KwantJen 45 
Capitano 61 Langara 69 
25-15, 25-14, 25-23 
25-21, 1~25, 25-17,25-19 
25-17, 25-23, 25-16 
25-22,25-22.~19 
25-21.~27, 22-25, 25-21 
25-19, 25-22, 25-15 
25-20, 25-22, 25-18 
GL PTS Fri, January 23 
UFV3CBCO 
UBC-0 3 Camosun 0 
Capitano 3 Selkirk 0 
Douglas 3 COTR 0 
5 22 
8 20 
10 16 
13 14 
l9 12 
22 8 
29 4 
29 4 
3l 0 
Sat, January 24 
VIU 3 UBC-0 0 
DOuglas 3 Selkirk 0 
Capitano 3 COTR 0 
25-21 , 25-23, 25-21 
25-9, 25-4, 25--17 
25-9. 25--13, 25-12 
25-17, 25-10, 25--23 
25-22J 25--23, 25-19 
25-12, 25--15, 25--19 
25-10, 25-10, 25--15 
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Spencer Pratt: The Hills' villain or just a realist? 
By Chloe Bach, Arts Editor 
I f any of you watch The Hills as a guilty pleasure, much like me, you know who Spencer Pratt is. In fact, chances 
are, even if you don't watch The Hills, 
you know who Spencer is. He's known for 
being a drama-king, a gossip, overtly rude 
and the overall villain of the show. 
I, however, beg to differ. I have to 
partially base this argument around the fact 
that I genuinely believe Spencer acts like a 
different person in front of the camera than 
he truly is, because no one in their right 
mind would spend time with him if he 
always acted the way he does on the show. 
If you put aside your pity for poor, 
poor Lauren Conrad and her whole sex 
tape debacle (she claims Spencer spread a 
rumour about her having a sex tape) and 
think about a lot of the things he says, you 
will find he actually makes a lot of sense. 
Granted, the fashion in which he makes 
his points and the tone he uses is often 
offensive. 
For example, a few episodes ago, 
he really gives his sister, Stephanie, 
a hard time about not having seen 
their grandmother in two years. He 
tears a strip off of her right in front of 
their grandmother which is cruel and 
embarrassing and not the way to let your 
opinion be known ... but, he's ~ght! If you 
live 20 minutes away from your granny, 
there is absolutely no excuse not to have 
seen her on a more regular basis. 
Another example is when Heidi's 
(who is now his wife) sister Holly initially 
moves in with them "temporarily" to get 
her bearings in Los Angeles. You know, 
to get a job and find a place to live and so 
forth. But Holly ends up staying at their 
place for weeks with no demonstrated 
attempts to establish her own life and 
space. 
After several requests from Spencer 
to have her sister find a place to live, he 
finally gives Heidi the ultimatum of him 
moving out if Holly will not. Now, maybe 
an ultimatum wasn't the way to approach 
this; after all blood is thicker than water, 
but I really don't think that's an unfair 
request. Nothing is more annoying than 
a guest who overstays their welcome 
and takes advantage of your amenities, 
food and so forth-which is exactly what 
happened in this case. 
I mean, sure, the guy lacks couth 
but give what he has to say a listen and 
then imagine someone eloquent, say like 
Barack Obama, saying the exact same 
thing and you will probably find that it 
makes more sense than you might have 
thought. In fact, Spencer Pratt might be the 
most logical person on reality television. 
What the Hell is the Vancouver Comicon? 
January 18'h at Heritage Hall 
$4 admission 
Kris 
Watrich 
'what the hell?" On January 18'h, Heritage Hall on Main Street was 
invaded by men trying 
L!......:::::=.. _____ ___J to find lost youth amidst 
precious yellowing pages 
wrapped in mylar. It is a common misconception that 
the majority of comic collectors are 12 years old. No, 
friend, that is a myth. A few of the peeps had vaginas, 
but the majority of those in attendance stood up to pee 
and had just seen their 36'h birthday. 
Collectors were questing for all different types 
of treasure. Many tables included graphic novels; 
collected versions of the originals designed more for 
reading than investment. New "modem age" comics 
were in abundance. Although they contain quality 
art and stories, high print runs will never allow them 
~ achieve high dollar values. The real golden eggs that 
this goose was producing were Golden and Silver Age 
comics. 
For those who were born thinking that only 
Jessica Simpson was Daisy Duke, Golden Age or 
Silver Age comics are those produced from 1938-
1955 and 1956-1969 respectively. This was a more 
innocent era; superheroes did not wear leather, swear 
or deal with issues like drugs or death. Comics were 
colourful and simplistic and the stories portrayed a 
view of the world that was driven by homemade apple 
18 
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Jihli:i ) ' ' ~·· pie and landing on the moon. 
The other kicker is that due to limited print runs 
and the wear and tear that these issues have suffered 
over the years they are rare and highly valuable. 
Today, print runs can be in the millions. In 1966, 
Marvel's biggest print run would be 95,000 comics 
for a more popular book. Once the books were in 
circulation and had been read, very few people 
actually made any effort to actually collect them. In 
fact, the vast majority of these comic books were 
used as writing paper, toilet paper, to start a camp 
fire or maybe a papier-mache creation. Therefore, 
the number of issues left from particular print runs 
may only be in the hundreds such as the 1940 classic 
Superman # 1. At auction this year a copy rated 5.0 
out of 10 went for $121,000. Ridiculous. 
Most of these issues that are up for sale come 
from private collections; so if someone doesn't want 
to sell, there is nothing to buy. There was a huge 
variety of Golden and Silver Age issues, however, 
in comparison to some of the newer series' that were 
available they were few and far between. A gem that 
I discovered was Journey into Mystery #95, which 
is the twelfth appearance of Thor for .the low price 
of $100. Also available were Showcase #17 (the first 
appearance of Adam Strange) for only three-hundo, 
Strange Tales # 110 (first appearance of Doctor 
Strange) for $550 and Tales to Astonish #34 for the 
low, low price of $600. 
The smell of mildew and dreams still linger in 
my nostrils, but the treasures that were found are 
priceless. 
Priceless in this case was the $200 my girlfriend 
allowed me to spend. 
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As the lead songwriter for Vancouver 's 
The New Pornographers ,A.C. 
Newman has become widely respected 
for the poppy music and clever lyrics 
that have made the band so successful. 
His second solo album, corning live 
years after 2004's The Slow Wonder, 
showcases more of the same. The 
differences between this album and a 
New Pornographers album are that it 
loses some (but not all) of the natural 
fun the songs by the group have, and 
the music is more sparse without the 
Pornographers stable of musicians. 
This really works well on "There Are 
Maybe Ten or Twelve," "Get Guilty," 
and "Prophets," which are songs that 
wouldn't have turned out as well if 
they were being delivered by a group. 
"Submarines of Stockholm" will take 
several listens to figure out what he's 
saying, but it's worth it when the song 
clicks. A.C. Newman is a very gifted 
songwriter and this album just may be 
his best work yet. 
Becoming Holyfield 
Evander Holyfield and Lee 
Gruenfeld 
One of the best and most candid 
athletic memoirs that I've read in 
a long time, Becoming Holyfield is 
the story of one of boxing's most 
legendary figures, four-time World 
Heavyweight Champion Evander 
Holyfield. Holyfield, who wrote the 
book with Lee Gruenfeld, tells a very 
compelling story about his early years 
and eventual rise to stardom as a 
fighter who became among the best in 
the world for multiple weight classes. 
Throughout his career, Holyfield has 
been one of the central figures in 
some of boxing's greatest and most 
controversial moments. Holyfield 
provides his own personal insight into 
his wars with Muhammad Quwi over 
the cruiserweight championship, his 
legendary trilogy of bouts with Riddick 
Bowe and of course his infamous feud 
with Mike 'JYson. H you're looking 
for a terrific account and stories about 
boxing's biggest moments, then 
&coming Holyfield is oae of tbe best 
boob you roald read. 
-Gufh McuMIUI 
SIGG Water bottles 
The purchase of bottled water is 
discouraged in many cities worldwide, 
and some, such as Liverpool , have 
gone so far as to ban their purchase 
completely. In an era of increasing 
environmental awareness, consumers 
are switching to a more sustainable 
choice: the reusable water bottle. 
Swiss company, SIGG, has ingeniously 
designed a wide range of highly 
fashionable, functional, and extremely 
durable aluminum water bottles. 
Crafted with the environment in mind, 
these bottles are made to last and will 
serve for many years to come, but 
when their retirement time finally 
does come, they are 100% recyclable! 
Staying hydrated has never been so 
trendy. So ditch the plastic, and pick up 
yourself up a SIGG today! 
-Shawna Swatez 
Alone II 
Rivers Cuomo 
Rivers Cuomo has put together 
yet another solo album consisting 
of old Weezer demos . This time, 
though , there is more of a defined 
theme to the album. Instead of 
focusing on random demos he has 
put them into a compilation of 
sorts . This collection is intended 
to represent his worst time on 
the road which happens to be his 
tour with Weezer (between Blue 
Album and Pinkerton) when he was 
feeling particularly, you guessed 
it, alone . This album is actually 
better than his first one; however, it 
suffers as he seems to be trying to 
make it almost "too depressing" in 
his attempt to convey what he was 
feeling at the time. Despite this 
aspect of the album, the tunes are 
surprisingly upbeat, which keeps it 
from being one long, dreary listen. 
-MmiMW Steinbach 
Oh, Dear Lord, not another single from U2! 
Irish pop group retains their status as lamest band ever 
W hat could be more annoying than a past-their-prime new wave group that can't seem to g_et the picture? The answer of 
course is U2, a past-their-prime new wave group 
with sketchy songwriting and overrated tours that 
still doesn 't get the picture . 
The music scene as of late has become 
disgustingly poppy with a focus on delivery and 
overlooking quality. Amidst all the groups that 
could be listed here, U2 comes to the forefront 
as a ridiculously overhyped and overplayed 
band. Their tours sell out arenas (two shows at 
GM Place in 460 seconds) and they have played 
to shows of over 200,000 people , including a 
special performance for president Obama at his 
inauguration on January 20'h. 
Why? What makes this group so impressive 
that they get to play for world leaders and keep 
their spot as Ireland's number three export right 
behind potatoes and Guinness? With the release of 
their latest single, "Get on Your Boots" for their 
upcoming album No Line on the Horizon, I find 
myself needing this question answered like George 
Bush needs speech therapy. 
Bono's vocals are usually relatively 
monotone, with a very small range, and sometimes 
sound like the drunken moan of a dying whale . 
The Edge,Axe-man for the group, plays a 
minimalist style of guitar with no real solos that 
for some reason or another earned him the #24 
spot on Rolling Stone's greatest guitarists of all 
time. Adam Clayton and Larry Mullen Jr. keep 
rhythm for the group as the bass and drums in U2, 
generally keeping a straight 4/4 beat and sticking 
to the root notes. 
U2 has gained success after being associated 
with such British new wave acts the Police and 
Billy Idol. The release of their albums War and 
The Joshua Tree, both decent albums for their 
time, made them a household name . However, 
since 1990, their music has turned into crappy 
radio filler that continues to make them millions . 
In 1985, U2 was famous in helping to 
orchestrate Live Aid and since then have been 
self-appointed spokesmen for making our world a 
more humane place. While that is noble and all , it 
has nothing to do with their music; for example, 
what the hell does saving the world have to do 
with getting on your boots and vertigo? Songs like 
that don't contain any artistic value or represent 
their outlook on the world and every time I hear 
them, I feel like clubbing a baby seal just out of 
spite! 
Why doesn't U2 try anymore? Hell , Why 
don't they change their musical style completely 
and try something different? This band has gone 
on for 20 years too long, and need to seriously 
consider laying off the ego. 
At a concert in Scotland recently, Bono 
clapped his hands above his head, and stated, 
"Every time I clap my hands , another child in 
Mrica dies." From the back of the auditorium, a 
Scottish man yelled out, "Then stop clapping your 
bloody hands!" 
After listening, or should I say putting up 
with, the latest single from U2, I've come to 
the conclusion that maybe it's about time we all 
stopped clapping our handS ..• 
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The 2009 Oscars 
Who will go home with a little gold man? 
February 22nd will be 
undoubtedly 
the biggest 
_ ____j night in 
Hollywood. 
Everybody in attendance will be 
perfectly coiffed, have several layers of 
make-up on, accompanied by very few 
layers of designer clothing. The most 
annoying entertainment reporters (shout 
outs to Joan Rivers and Ryan Seacrest, to 
name a few) will be out in full force . All 
this , though, is just a superficial lead-up 
to what is really, really important . .. who 
will go home with a little gold man? 
Some of the favourites this year are 
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, 
which has received a whopping 13 
nominations; Slumdog Millionaire , which 
has received critical acclaim resulting in 
its 10 nominations; and the lovely Kate 
Winslet, who was given the nod twice at 
the Golden Globes on January 11th. 
Then there is the controversial and 
much-speculated nomination of the late 
Heath Ledger for Best Supporting Actor 
in The Dark Knight. While Ledger was 
given the nod for the Golden Globe, I 
wonder if the Academy will follow suit. 
Yes, the Joker was easily his personal 
best role, but up against everyone else 
in his category I question whether he is 
really top dog. No disrespect intended, 
but if Heath Ledger wins the Oscar for 
Best Supporting Actor it will be hard for 
me to resist feeling like it was a jaded 
decision; a clemency win, to be blunt. 
That said , I've got my fingers 
crossed for a few specific noll}inees. 
Sean Penn in Milk is amazing; I mean 
he is absolutely wonderful in this film 
and deserves a nod here . Angelina Jolie 
played the role only a mother could play 
in Changeling. Her passion and strength 
is unbeatable in this role. And finally, 
Kung Fu Panda is easily one of the best 
animated films of our time. It's fun and 
light and features an all-star cast of voice 
actors. So, like I said .. . fingers crossed! 
Of course, when it comes to the 
Academy your guess is as good as mine. 
This is precisely why I have starred my 
Oscar night picks below. Disagree with 
me? Email me your Oscar picks to arts@ 
theotherpress.ca and we'll publish The 
Other Press Oscar winners the week of 
the awards! 
The votes are in and the nominations 
for the Academy Awards are as follows: 
Best Picture: 
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 
Frost/Nixon 
Milk 
The Reader 
Slumdog Millionaire* 
Best Actor: 
Richard Jenkins for The Visitor 
Bra.d Pitt for The Curious Case of 
Benjamin Button 
Frank Langella for Frost/Nixon 
Sean Penn for Milk* 
Mickey Rourke for The Wrestler 
Best Actress: 
Anne Hathaway for Rachel Getting 
Ma"ied 
Melissa Leo for Frozen River 
Meryl Street for Doubt 
Angelina Jolie for Changeling* 
Kate Winslet for The Reader 
Best Supporting Actor: 
Josh Brolin for Milk 
Robert Downey Jr. for Tropic Thunder* 
Philip Seymour Hoffman for Doubt 
Heath Ledger for The Dark Knight 
Michael Shannon for Revolutiorwry Road 
Best Supporting Actress: 
Amy Adams for Doubt 
Penelope Cruz for Vicky Cristirw 
Barcelorw* 
Viola Davis for Doubt 
Taraji P. Henson for The Curious Case of 
Benjamin Button 
Best DirectOr: 
David Fmcher for The Curious Case of 
Benjamin Button 
Ron Howard for Frost/Nixon 
Gus Van Sant for Milk 
Stephen Daldry for The Reader 
Danny Boyle for Slumdog Milliorwire* 
Best Animated Feature Film: 
Bolt 
Kung Fu Panda* 
Wall-E 
Best Adapted Screenplay: 
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 
Doubt 
Frost/Nixon 
The Reader 
Slumdog Milliorwire* 
Best Original Screenplay: 
Frozen River 
Happy-Go-Lucky 
InBruges 
Milk* 
Wall-E 
* 7 Chloe's pick 
Whatever Hap.pened to 
·Black Sabbath? sychJoeBach 
\ 
Easily the most notorious member of 
Black Sabbath (the original group) 
was lead singer Ozzy Osbourne. 
Once well known for being the crazy 
Satanist that would readily bite the 
head off a living bat is now better 
known as a hilarious, reality TV 
father figure. Ozzy has a whopping 
seven children, five of which are 
biolbgical , two adopted and only 
three, of which are biologically 
related to his current and long-time 
wife , Sharon Osbourne . He and his 
wife are clll1ently ranked among 
the wealthiest people in Britain, 
worth an estimated £100 million . 
In 2005 , Osbourne was diagnosed 
with a genetic disorder called Parkin 
Syndrome , which is very similar ' 
to Parkinson's disease, and is the 
explanation for his almost constant 
tremors. SadJy, Ozzy will have to 
take medication for the rest of his life 
to help fight this syndrome. 
Bill Ward 
I 
Bill Ward is the original drummer and 
percussionist for the legendary Brit 
metal band. In addition , Ward even 
sang lead vocals on the two Sabbath 
songs: "It 's Alright" and "Swinging 
the Chain." In 1997, Ward suffered a 
heart attack which sidelined him for 
all of that year 's reunion tour, spare 
the last two shows which he managed 
to recover in time for. 10 years later, 
there was speculation that he would 
be joining Iomrni and Butler on 
their Heaven and Hell album. Ward 
decided against being a part of this 
compilation album but did participate 
in the 2007 Black Sabbath reunion 
tour. 
Terence Michael Joseph "Geezer" 
Butler is the founding bass player 
from Black Sabbath. Butler is 
perhaps most musically well known 
for being one of the first bass players 
to use the wah-wah pedal on his 
bass which has influenced many 
more recent bass players; he has 
even been cited as an inspiratic,m for 
the deceased M~tallica bassist Cliff 
Burton. Butler ventured out on his 
own solo career and even contributed 
to one of Ozzy's solo alb~s. More 
recently, though, Butler has been 
working on Heaven and Hell which 
is the same studio project as Tony 
Iomrni and other former Sabbath 
members (except for Ozzy) . 
Tony lommi 
Tony Iomrni was not only the major 
I 
driving talent behind Black Sabbath's , 
success but is also one of the most , 
famed and talented guitarists of all 
time. In fact, in 2003, Rolling Stone 
Magazine ranked lomrni 86'h overall 
on their 100 Greatest Guitarists of ' 
All Time list along with the likes of 
Jimi Hendrix , Eric Clapton, and Kirk 
Hammett. During his Black Sabbath 
d~ys, Iomrni was the one to fin~ly 
fire Osbourne for his extreme drug 
use. Born Frank Anthony Iomrni, 
he is now 60 years old and resides 
in Birmingham, England. For the 
summer of 2008, Iomrni rejoined his 
former band members to do a 17-
show tour with Judas Priest. As of 
October 2008 , Iomrni returned to the 
recording studio to work on a new 
Heaven and Hell studio album. 
Yianni's Greek Taverna 
By Chloe Bach, Arts Editor 
(: 
I f you enjoy Greek food as much as I do, Yianni 's is definitely worth your while. Granted, it is not the absolute 
best Greek food I have ever had but it 
is still very good and probably some of 
the best here in New Westminster. So, if 
you get a craving for some spanakopita 
or dolmathes, make your way up the hill 
to 543 Sixth Street (right near London 
Drugs). The struggle of the uphill watk 
will pay off once you take your seat near 
one of their big sunny windows. 
Yianni's menu is big on variety; 
from all your favourite appetizers to 
lamb, souvlaki or moussaka, they 've got 
it all 1 The dip trio is a great deal; instead 
of having to make the agonizing decision 
of which dip(s) you want to choose, you 
can just pick three! It's a few dollars 
more, but well worth it for a couple more 
options ... try the Taramosalata; it's made., 
with carp roe and lemon and is absolutely 
to die for! 
i 
While most dishes 'are in and around ' 
the $10 range , if you head in for lunch 
they 've got some great specials daily. 
Discounted souvlaki with lemon roasted 
THURSDAY, 
FRIDAY & 
SATURDAY 
potatoes anyone? 
In terms of drinks , they carry all the 
usual suspects: beer, wine, liquor, and , of 
course, ouzo. That said, if you consider 
, yourself any sort of "beer professional," 
you absolutely have to try a "Mytoos;" 
it's a tasty, light, refreshing lager that 
goes in great contrast with what will 
undoubtedly be a heavier meal. 
The decor inside the restaurant is 
essentially traditional Greek decor. There 
are paintings of Mediterranean beaches 
and clusters of whitewash buildings 
on the walls . So, even if it's grey and 
blustery outside, you can almost imagine 
you are kicking back and enjoying 
delicious Greek cuisine somewhere 
dream-worthy, like Santorini . 
Three forks out of four. 
For{{Thif 
' ' ' 
Thursday: 
1/2 price appies 4-8 pm 
$5.50 Double Highballs 
$13.00 Pitchers of Brooklyn Lager 
Friday: 
$3.50 Vodka Cranberries 
$4.50 Crown Royal 
$10.95 7oz Sirloin Steak 
wl Caeser Salad, Garlic toast, 
& Prawns 
Saturday: 
$5.50 Double Long Islands 
$10.95 7oz Sirloin Steak 
wl Caeser Salad, Garlic toast, 
& Prawns 
The Laramie Project does Vancouver proud 
Back by popular demand, and for good reason 
By Chloe Bach, Arts Editor 
T he lAramie Project chronicles a series of journal entries and interviews conducted in 
Laramie, Wyoming in 1998 through 
1999 after the infamous and brutal 
murder of a young homosexual student, 
Matthew Shepard. Shepard was found 
barely breathing, beaten and tied to a 
fence on the outskirts of a small town. 
In 1998, members of the Techtonic 
Theatre Project traveled from New 
York to Laramie, Wyoming to conduct 
these interviews with the members of 
a small community in absolute turmoil 
ultimately translating their accounts 
into an original play. While the media 
sensationalized the crime, Moses 
Kaufman and Techtonic have artfully 
transcended the brute facts of this story 
and transformed it into a narrative 
that appeals to all voices and aspects 
involved. 
Now, Vancouver's own Fighting 
Chance Productions and director Ryan 
Mooney are presenting their discerning 
account of The lAramie Project once 
again after a sold out, heated run in 
2008 (for those of you who don't recall, 
this initial run drew the attention of 
the all-too-notorious Fred Phelps and 
his extreme Westboro Baptist Church) . 
While I didn't have the opportunity 
to attend the initial run I did have the 
privilege of seeing it this past Saturday, 
and what a privilege it was. 
Hats off to everyone involved; not was 
the play thoroughly enjoyable for the 
entertainment value of the storyline but 
the whole production was masterfully 
done to say the least. 
The Havana Theatre is a 60-seat 
theatre which lends itself perfectly to 
the intimacy of this script. The set is 
simple without being underdone; the 
extremities of the theatre are solid 
black with two slightly raised platforms 
Douglas Students' Union 
c-.-..411 .... •• ,.,. .... t~., ,......,...... ~..c:.-1 ,, 
upon which sit a few chairs and a side 
table . 
Since the entire cast remains on stage 
for the full three acts and portray 
several different characters the costume 
changes are naturally minute but well 
thought out all the same. Changes were 
as simple as hats , suspenders, and head 
bands, hair up, hair down, an additional 
sweater, one less sweater and so forth . 
Along with these costume changes 
the castmembers switch between 
their characters seamlessly. In my 
experience these character transitions 
are not often very well achieved in live 
theatre; this cast, however, has proven 
to be an exception to my judgments. 
Each actor and actress adjusted well-
practiced accents and linguistic patterns 
in their portrayals where necessary. 
Adjustments in body language between 
depictions were a more interactive 
and visual way of illustrating each and 
every transformation. 
Notable in many aspects is Matthew 
MacCaull . MacCaull exudes a 
prominent stage-presence as well as 
adaptability between distinctly different 
characters. His interpretations are 
remarkably natural, believable and 
polished. ln addition, he sings and 
plays several instruments: the piano, 
the guitar, and the harmonica. Talk 
about well-rounded. 
That said, each and every cast member 
is truly a standout in their own right; 
it is obvious that all eight of them are 
extremely well-accomplished in many 
regards. 
This play is heartfelt, stimulating and 
thoughtfully done . It draws unexpected 
conclusions and explores the untapped 
shame that the close-knit community 
of Laramie experiences , all of which 
make The lAramie Project well worth 
the watch. 
0181111/WI 
Bikini inspector stripped of title for dereliction of booty 
By Liam Britten 
0 fficially licensed bikini inspector and self-proclaimed "total party dude" Kyle 
McTavish, 20, has been stripped of his 
responsibilities, duties and privileges as 
an inspector by the Royal High Council 
of Bikini Inspectors and Ass Masters as 
of Thursday. 
McTavish, a three-year veteran of 
the Council, was stripped for a variety of 
offences, most notably failing to make 
crass comments about a woman's rather 
rotund buttocks at a beach party in the 
summer of 2008. 
"We, the council, find this 
behaviour to be some seriously weak 
shit," said Council Chairman Steve 
Carson, reading the majority decision. 
"It was totally bogus not only in terms 
of the act itself but also in terms of that 
fine ass you missed out on. Seriously, it 
was like, huge. I could've used it as a 
shelf and rested my drink on it. Badonk-
a-fuckin' ~donks, dude!" 
McTavish, visibly humbled by the 
council's decision, made no attempt to 
explain or excuse his behaviour, noting 
only that he "was pretty fuckin' baked 
by that point." However, his defence 
netted him little sympathy from the 
council members. 
"Shut up, dude. You're a gaywad," 
said Councillor Pete "Poon Slayer" 
Davies . 
Removing an inspector from the 
council is a rarely-enacted punishment 
used only in the most grievous of 
circumstances by the group of high 
school and college-aged meatheads . 
Removal from the council means that 
the affected member will no longer 
be able to wear a novelty "Bikini 
Inspector" t-shirt, no longer be able 
to loudly yell and wallop obnoxiously 
while toasting cans of Bud Light beer 
with actual council members and will 
no longer be permitted to talk about 
nothing but pussy all day and then 
secretly masturbate to thoughts of David 
Beckham. 
"Council, your punishment is harsh 
but fair," said McTavish. "In order to 
show my utmost humility and shame, I 
will be providing the brewskies tonight." 
The council accepted McTavish's 
proposal, and immediately recessed their 
meeting top hit the beer bong. 
Support leg made of oily rags and kindling 
catches fire on Pattullo Bridge 
By Liam Britten 
L ast Sunday saw the destruction of a Lower Mainland landmark, and indeed, of a landmark of 
hyperbolically antiquated construction 
projects the world over when a support 
pillar of the Pattullo Bridge caught fire. 
The support, made almost entirely 
of oil-soaked rags and those small 
pieces of wood which burn easily and 
are suitable for starting a campfire, 
has been in place since 1937, a period 
in bridge construction history known 
as "The Fucking Retarded Design 
Idea Period ," because of the most · 
famous bridge engineer of the day, Sir 
Randolph Fucking Retarded Design 
Idea. 
"Sir Randolph was the lead 
designer, engineer, architect, foreman 
and glue-sniffer of the Pattullo Bridge 
project," said Frank Leonard, a history 
professor at Douglas College. "He was 
famous for his revolutionary ideas on 
bridge construction, such as building 
them out of easily flammable materials , 
designing them for a capacity lower 
than what is needed and of course for 
touching children." 
Although the Pattullo Bridge 
has been in use for over 70 years 
and has been slated for destruction 
and replacement in the future, this 
occurrence has caught officials 
completely off-guard. 
"I knew the Pattullo was going 
to fall the hell apart, but I didn't think 
it would happen like this," said New 
Westminster's mayor, Wayne Wright . 
"I mean, if anything, I thought it 
would've been the recycled metal 
superstructure or the crumbling 
concrete that would've done it in. But a 
fire? I thought it was a joke at first." 
Questions have arisen as to why 
the bridge was not more thoroughly 
inspected for the possibility of a 
catastrophic fire like this . Although 
details are sketchy at this point, 
according to Mark Zetz, an official with 
the City of New Westminster, a simple 
clerical error resulted in the bridge not 
being inspected for 30 years . 
"It turns out Dave, who we hired 
to be bridge inspector, thought he was 
supposed to inspect the Padua Bridge, 
not the Pattullo Bridge," said Zetz. 
"That explains why we've had to mail 
his paycheques to Italy all the time." 
Added Zetz: "On a positive note , 
though, Dave reports that the Padua 
Bridge is doing just fine." 
The concern for commuters 
becomes what to do about the loss of a 
river crossing over the Fraser and what 
will happen to travel times. Premier 
Gordon Campbell was quick to step in 
with a solution. 
"It's been my experience that 
corpses float, and with the number of 
homeless people that my inaction and 
callous indifference as premier have 
killed , we'll be able to float cars across 
the river with hobo-based barges almost 
free of charge," Premier Campbell 
said at a press conference. "Oh, but 
we ' re warning commuters to keep their 
windows rolled up if they're taking a 
hobo corpse barge; those bodies get a 
little ripe after a while." 
Campbell also took time to echo 
Mayor Wright's surprise about the 
situation. 
"If I were you, I'd be more worried 
about the Alex Fraser; who knows 
when that house of cards is going to 
collapse," he said. "I'm not joking, 
either. The bridge's supports are in fact 
composed of perfectly-balanced houses 
of cards." 
n January 21, 2009, CANADA STUDENT LOAN DEBT will reach 
' ARECORDHIGHOF $13 BILLIO 
Student loan debfis higher today than it tias ever been. 
Tuition fees have more than tripled in the last ten years. 
Worried about the eco.nomy? Take act!on in the fight to reduce student debt. 
